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Paperback. Condition: New. 145 pages. First Place in the 2013 CLUE Book Awards for Mysteries,
Suspense and Thrillers. Finalist in the Next Generation Indie Book Awards, 2014. What if Edgar Allan
Poe did not die in Baltimore as a drunk in the gutter What he were, instead, murderedIn post Civil
War New York City, Detective Pat OMalley is living inside Poes Cottage in the Bronx. OMalley is
haunted by Poe one night, and the detective finds a strange note. As a result, OMalley decides to
prove that Edgar Allan Poe did not die in Baltimore from an alcoholic binge but was, instead,
murdered. OMalley quickly becomes embroiled in a cold case that thrusts him into the lair of one of
the most sinister and ruthless killers in 1865 New York City. Jim Musgraves Forevermore is a quick
read in four acts that will keep your mind razor sharp trying to solve the mystery of Poes murder.
Pat OMalley must first find out how to become intimate with females before he can discover the
final clue in this puzzle of wits, murder and romance. Mini-Mystery in the Manner of PoeIf any
literary work is too long to be read at one...
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Reviews
It in a single of my personal favorite ebook. It really is filled with wisdom and knowledge I discovered this book from my dad and i recommended this book
to discover.
-- K yla Goodwin
Completely essential go through ebook. It is definitely basic but shocks in the 50 percent from the publication. I am delighted to let you know that this is the
best pdf i have go through inside my individual lifestyle and can be he best pdf for possibly.
-- Da mien Reynolds I
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